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ABSTRACT

This paper presents analyses of the microphysical structure of cloud-top convective generating cells at

temperatures between 2108 and 2558C across the comma head of 11 continental cyclones, using data col-

lected by the W-band Wyoming Cloud Radar and in situ instrumentation aboard the National Science

Foundation (NSF)/NCARC-130. A case study of one cyclone is presented, followed by statistical analyses of

the entire dataset.

Ice particle number concentrations averaged 1.9 times larger inside generating cells compared to outside,

and derived ice water contents and median mass diameters averaged 2.2 and 1.1 times larger in cells, re-

spectively. Supercooled water was directly measured at temperatures between231.48 and211.18C, with the

median and 95th-percentile liquid water content increasing from ;0.09 to 0.12 gm23 and 0.14 to 0.28 gm23

over this temperature range, respectively. Liquid water was present in 26% of observations within cells and

18% of observations between cells over the same temperature range, and it was nearly ubiquitous at tem-

peratures above 2168C.
The larger ice particle concentrations in cells are consistent with greater ice production in convective up-

drafts. The increased mass and diameter of the ice particles demonstrate that generating cells provide en-

vironments favorable for enhanced particle growth. The impact of water saturation and supercooled water in

the cells was evident, with rapid particle growth by diffusion and sometimes riming apparent, in addition to

aggregation. Turbulent mixing lessened the observed differences between cells and surrounding regions, with

supercooled water observed within and between cells, similar habits within and between cells, and rimed

particles evident even in ice-phase conditions.

1. Introduction

The comma head of cold-season extratropical cyclones

is often characterized by embedded substructures, such as

linear precipitation bands and cloud-top convective gen-

erating cells (GCs).1 Early studies using vertically pointing

radars, such as those of Marshall (1953), Gunn et al.

(1954), Boucher (1959),Wexler (1955), Langleben (1956),

Douglas et al. (1957), andWexler and Atlas (1959), noted

kilometer-scale GC activity near cloud top that produced

precipitation streamers, or fall streaks, into stratiform

cloud layers below. Subsequent research involving Dopp-

ler radar (Carbone and Bohne 1975) estimated maximum

vertical velocities on the order of 61.5ms21 for the GC

convection.More recently, Rosenow et al. (2014) reported

statistical analyses of GC vertical motions using cloud ra-

dar measurements obtained across the comma head of

three continental cyclones, finding that the GCs were

typically 1–2km deep, had horizontal scales of;0.5–2km,

and had vertical velocities of 61–2ms21.

Many studies (e.g., Houze et al. 1981; Browning 1983;

Rutledge and Hobbs 1983; Bader et al. 1987; Sienkiewicz

et al. 1989; Syrett et al. 1995; Trapp et al. 2001; Schultz

et al. 2004; Stark et al. 2013; Cunningham andYuter 2014)
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1The term ‘‘generating cell’’ describes a small region of locally

high radar reflectivity at cloud top from which an enhanced re-

flectivity trail characteristic of falling snow particles originates

(American Meteorological Society 2013).
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have investigated GCs as components of a ‘‘seeder–

feeder’’ mechanism (Bergeron 1950). The GCs act to

‘‘seed’’ ice particles into a stratiform ‘‘feeder’’ layer be-

low, in which large-scale convergence provides an en-

hancedmoisture source for particle growth below theGC

level (Herzegh and Hobbs 1980; Matejka et al. 1980;

Browning 1983; Rutledge and Hobbs 1983).

While most studies of GCs have used remote sensing

and surface-based observations, few studies have

reported measurements within GCs themselves to un-

derstand the microphysical processes occurring within

them. In situ measurements in GCs within one cyclone

at temperatures near 2148C showed the presence of

supercooled liquid water (SLW) and 2–3-times enhanced

ice particle concentrations within the GCs compared to

surrounding regions, allowing Houze et al. (1981) to hy-

pothesize that enhanced nucleation and initial particle

growth were occurring in theGCs. Along with prior work

(Houze et al. 1976; Matejka et al. 1980; Herzegh and

Hobbs 1980), they determined that ;80% of particle

growth occurred below the GC level, with depositional

growth occurring within the cells, and both deposition

and (at temperatures approaching 08C) aggregation being
important in the stratiform layer below. More recently,

Wolde andVali (2002) analyzed data from spiral descents

within and below GCs for two cases with GCs directly

sampled near 2298C. Although most of their measure-

ments took place below the GC level, they observed en-

hanced ice concentrations as well as low SLW contents

(LWCs) of;0.03gm23 in measurements near cloud top.

Evans et al. (2005) also identified GCs near both 2208C
and 2458 to 2508C in one cyclone in the Pacific North-

west. Their measurements indicated enhanced concen-

trations of cloud droplets within theGCs near2208C, but
not of larger ice particles. They concluded that the GCs

were sampled early enough in their life cycle that they

had not produced many larger ice particles. They also

concluded that depositional growth was dominant within

GCs and associated fall streaks, with aggregation be-

coming more important at higher temperatures. Ikeda

et al. (2007) described measurements within two cy-

clones, sampling GCs directly near 2208 and 2158C. Ice
particle concentrations were enhanced by a factor of 3–4

or more within the cells, and SLWwas also encountered,

with the largest LWCs near2158C. Finally, Crosier et al.
(2014) sampled cloud-topGCs below2408C, consistently
identifying enhanced ice water content (IWC) and par-

ticle number concentrations (up to an order ofmagnitude

larger than in surrounding cloud) within the GCs.

While prior studies, combined, include measurements

covering a large range of temperatures, the number of

direct measurements within GCs in each case was typi-

cally quite limited. In this paper, the microphysical

characteristics of GCs are analyzed using airborne cloud

radar and in situ measurements obtained within 11 cold-

season continental cyclones at temperatures between

2108 and 2558C and in both ice- and mixed-phase en-

vironments. These data, obtained during the 2009–10

Profiling of Winter Storms (PLOWS) project (Rauber

et al. 2014), considerably extend the previous studies in

that 1) many more measurements covering various

stages in the storms’ life cycles were obtained, and 2) the

in situ data were obtained with minimal bias due to

shattering of ice crystals on the instrumentation and

were coincident with high-resolution radar data to pro-

vide the appropriate context. Using a detailed case study

of one cyclone and statistical analyses of the full dataset,

the analyses quantitatively compare the size, shape, and

phase distributions of cloud particles inside and outside

of the generating cells, providing unique insight into the

physical processes that determine the properties of the

generating cells.

2. Data and methodology

The data used here were acquired during PLOWS

with instrumentation aboard the National Science Foun-

dation (NSF)/National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) C-130 research aircraft, including the University

of Wyoming Cloud Radar and Lidar (WCR;WCL;Wang

et al. 2012) and a suite of in situmicrophysical probes. The

flight strategy used during PLOWS varied between cases.

Most flights featured a combination of lengthy horizontal

passes and shorter vertically stacked passes at several

altitudes across cyclone comma head regions. Several

flights (including the 15 February 2010 flight analyzed in

section 3) consisted of vertical profiles made up of re-

peated passes between twowaypoints at a larger number

of altitudes.

A three-beam configuration was used for the WCR

during PLOWS, with two vertical beams (upward and

downward from the C-130) and one slanted beam (34.38
aft of nadir). Measurements of equivalent radar re-

flectivity factor Ze and the vertical component of radial

velocity W from the two vertical beams are used here,

with data sampled at a range resolution of 15m and

a horizontal resolution corresponding to ;4–7.5m at

typical C-130 airspeeds during PLOWS. The WCR data

were processed as described in Rosenow et al. (2014),

following the same convention of using positiveW values

to indicate upward vertical motion. Furthermore, two

additional processing techniques were applied. First, Ze

andWwere estimated at the aircraft’s location in order to

compare against the in situ observations. Because the

WCR did not record data within 105m of the C-130, the

data from the closest three pulse volumes above and below
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the C-130 were interpolated to the aircraft’s location,

following Grim et al. (2007). Second, an objective radar-

based estimate of cloud-top altitude was derived using

threshold values for Ze and s2
W , the variance of W. The

s2
W was calculated for each W measurement relative to

the surrounding eight measurements using a noise

threshold value of s2
W 5 0.8m2 s22, following Rosenow

et al. (2014). If a pulse volume with s2
W , 0.8m2 s22 for

12 consecutive vertical levels (180m) and Ze .
225 dBZe occurred immediately below a measurement

with s2
W . 0.8m2 s22 and Ze , 225 dBZe, that mea-

surement was classified as cloud top. Both criteria

needed to be met to classify a pulse volume as being at

cloud top, with the W variance threshold providing the

primary indication of noisy echoes and the Ze threshold

generally correlating well with this as a supplementary

noise check.

The air temperature T, presence and amount of SLW,

and size and shape distributions of cloud and pre-

cipitation particles were obtained by probes installed on

the C-130. The presence of SLW was identified using

a Rosemount Icing Detector (RICE), which indicates

SLW’s presence using an output voltage change and is

responsive to LWC . 0.01 gm23 (Cober et al. 2001).

Measurements of LWC were obtained using a Com-

monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organi-

sation (CSIRO) King probe and a Gerber particle

volume monitor (PVM). The number distribution

functions for small particles were measured by a cloud

droplet probe (CDP) for particles with maximum di-

mensions D between 2 and 52mm, and by two forward-

scattering spectrometer probes (FSSPs), model 100, for

3 , D , 43mm and 4 , D , 56mm, the latter of which

featured a modified inlet to reduce particle shattering.

Because the shattering of large ice crystals on the tips

and inlets of forward-scattering probes can generate

artificially high numbers of small ice crystals, the FSSP

data are only used for liquid- or mixed-phase clouds

(e.g., Gardiner and Hallett 1985; McFarquhar and

Cober 2004; McFarquhar et al. 2007a).

The size and shape distributions of larger particles

were measured using two-dimensional cloud and pre-

cipitation optical array probes (2D-C and 2D-P) with

nominal size ranges of 25–1600mm (2D-C) and 200–

6400mm (2D-P). The 2D-C and 2D-P measurements

were processed using software developed in-house, with

reconstruction techniques used to calculate D for par-

ticles partially outside of the field of view (e.g.,

Heymsfield and Parrish 1978). Measurements from the

2D-C were used for particles with 500 # D # 2000mm,

with measurements from the 2D-P used for larger par-

ticles. The lower size threshold for the 2D-C was chosen

to eliminate poorly defined sample volumes for particles

with D , ;150mm (Baumgardner and Korolev 1997)

and to minimize the effect of particle shattering, which

primarily affects particles with D , 500mm (Korolev

et al. 2013; Jackson et al. 2014). The crossover between

the 2D-C and 2D-P at 2000mm was larger than the

;1000mm value typically used (Jackson et al. 2012), to

account for additional processing techniques correcting

reduced sensitivity in a portion of the 2D-P photodiode

array (detailed in the appendix).

Thereafter, number concentrations N.500 and num-

ber distribution functions N(D) were derived from the

composite 2D-C and 2D-P measurements. Ice water

content and mass distribution functions m(D) were es-

timated using the projected area of each particle, fol-

lowing Baker and Lawson (2006).2 The IWC estimates

were also used to calculate the median particle di-

mension with respect to mass Dmm for the combined

2D-C and 2D-P size distributions. Note that the derived

IWC and Dmm values only include particles with D .
500mm, unless specified otherwise, because of the

measurements uncertainties described above. Because

of the finescale nature of the convective features, mea-

surements were generally averaged over 5-s periods in

this study, although a range of averaging times was also

tested (see section 4). Additionally, an automated phase

identification algorithm incorporatingKing, RICE, FSSP,

and 2D-C measurements (McFarquhar et al. 2007b;

Jackson et al. 2012) was also used to classify the in situ

measurements based on their phase characteristics (ice,

liquid, or mixed-phase).

3. 14–15 February 2010 case study

For convenience, the term ‘‘GC regions’’ is used here

to refer to the general areas where GCs were present

at cloud top, as indicated by cellular Ze and convective

W radar signatures. To illustrate the role of specific

small-scale processes acting inside and outside gener-

ating cells, measurements acquired during the 15 Feb-

ruary 2010 research flight are described first before the

statistical properties of GCs are characterized using the

entire PLOWS dataset. As described by Rosenow et al.

(2014), the 14–15 February 2010 cyclone was an Alberta

clipper–type system. Deep clouds within the cyclone’s

comma head and shallower clouds further to the south-

west were sampled by the C-130 as the low-pressure

center passed south of the operations area in southern

2A counterflow virtual impactor was employed during PLOWS

to provide direct measurements of total mass content; however,

instrumentation issues degraded the data quality enough to be

unusable as a comparison to the 2D-derived mass estimates.
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Indiana (Fig. 1). The C-130 performed two complete

flight stacks of ;200 km in length over ;7 h at altitudes

ranging from 2.6 to 7.4 km (all altitudes hereinafter refer

to a value above mean sea level) and temperatures

ranging from;2118 to2528C, as indicated in Figs. 1 and
2. A profile of the cyclone’s structure in terms ofWCRZe

is shown in Fig. 2a for the flight leg from 0800 to 0819

UTC (approximately halfway through the mission), with

lines showing the altitudes of the flight legs for the first

(dashed) and second (dashed–dotted) set of stacked legs

overlaid.

Representative features of the two general regions

sampled within the cyclone are evident in Fig. 2a. The

cyclone’s deep comma head was present in the north-

eastern half of the profile and was composed of clouds

and precipitation up to ;8-km altitude. A higher-

resolution view of Ze is shown to illustrate the GCs

atop this region (Fig. 2b). Convective GCs with hori-

zontal and vertical scales of 1–2 km were consistently

observed at cloud top, with fall streaks emerging from

the GCs and merging through the deeper cloud below.

Rosenow et al. (2014) showed that vertical velocities of

61–2m s21 were common in association with theseGCs,

with the strongest velocities confined to the GC level

and weaker stratiform velocity signatures (close to the

expected spectrum of particle terminal velocities) below

the GC level. These signatures are apparent in Fig. 3a,

which shows a W profile (uncorrected for particle fall

velocities) along an earlier flight leg that illustrates the

GCs occurring atop the deep comma head precipitation.

Measurements from this leg are shown here because the

aircraft was sampling below the GC region, where rel-

atively weak vertical air motion at flight level did not

degrade theWmeasurements. In contrast, Fig. 3b shows

a W profile corresponding to a portion of the flight leg

shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. For this segment, the aircraft

was within the GC region. Visual confirmation of the

turbulence in this region (and resulting inadequately

resolved aircraft motion) is evident in the oscillations in

vertical radial velocities even after correcting for hori-

zontal wind contamination, seen as the high-frequency

vertical ‘‘stripes’’ in Fig. 3b. Further southwest (prior to

;0810 UTC), an abrupt transition into shallower pre-

cipitation is evident in Fig. 2a, with radar echoes only

present below ;3.5-km altitude. The precipitation in

this region featured a similar structure to that in the

deeper comma head, although at a much shallower

scale: GCs were again evident at cloud top, producing

fall streaks of hydrometeors that merged within the

stratiform layer below. Figure 2c shows a Ze profile for

a flight segmentwhen the aircraft was in the shallowerGC

region, and Fig. 3c shows W measurements within this

region. Again, convective vertical motions are evident

within the GC region, with turbulence at the aircraft level

resulting in vertical stripes seen in the radial velocities

from the downward-pointing vertical beam.

The structural characteristics shown in Figs. 2 and 3

were consistent over the course of the flight [see also

section 3c in Rosenow et al. (2014)], with cloud-top GCs

observed both above the deep comma head pre-

cipitation and the shallower clouds to the west. Air

temperatures measured by the aircraft were between

approximately 2458 and 2528C in the GCs atop the

deep comma head precipitation and between 2178 and
2268C in the GCs at lower altitudes. Additionally, SLW

was commonly observed within the generating cells atop

the shallower clouds using backscattered power and

depolarization measurements from the University of

Wyoming Cloud Lidar onboard the C-130.

a. GC characteristics atop deep clouds

To better define the microphysical structure of GCs,

Ze measurements from the WCR and N.500, IWC, and

Dmm measured by the in situ instrumentation are shown

in Fig. 4 for two representative flight legs that passed

directly through GCs. The flight legs were chosen to

include measurements made near GC tops and bases

atop the deep comma head precipitation. When the

aircraft was passing through GC regions (i.e., the con-

vectiveZe andW signatures extended through flight level,

as in Figs. 2b,c and 3b,c), 4-dB relative maxima in the Ze

time series measurements interpolated to the aircraft

location were used to define the GC cores for the pur-

poses of the statistical analyses described below. The

analyses used 5-s averaging (representing ;500–750-m

distance) to correspond to the range of GC widths

of ;0.5–2 km determined by Rosenow et al. (2014).

FIG. 1. WSR-88D composite reflectivity overlaid with Rapid Up-

date Cycle mean sea level pressure analysis, both valid at 0800 UTC

15 February 2010, with the yellow line indicating the research flight

track within the operations area over southern Indiana.
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Statistics were then calculated separately for the 5-s

measurements encompassing Ze peaks and the mea-

surements not containing them. Hereinafter, these re-

gions are referred to as GC cores and regions between

GC cores, respectively. While the proportion of each

flight leg identified as GC cores depends on the classi-

fication criteria used, time periods corresponding to

these criteria are shaded gray in Figs. 4a and 4c. The

results of any analyses depend on the exact criteria used,

but the trends described below are broadly consistent

over various Ze thresholds and averaging windows (de-

scribed in section 4). To provide a larger sample size for

the GCs atop deep clouds, the in situ statistics described

below include measurements obtained during additional

passes from the same flight at similar altitudes and tem-

peratures to those shown in Fig. 4. The median and 5th,

25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of N.500, IWC, and Dmm

as a function of altitude are shown with box-and-whisker

plots in Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 shows averaged N(D) for the

same data. Each figure shows measurements separately

within and between the GC cores.

For the higher-altitude GCs (e.g., the northeast por-

tion of Fig. 2a), time series measurements from two

flight legs are shown in Fig. 4. The shading around the in

situ parameters indicates their fractional uncertainty

based on p0.5, where p is the total number of observed

particles in each 5-s average. The 7.3-km-altitude flight

leg (Figs. 4a,b; 0810–0819 UTC) is composed of mea-

surements near GC tops at a mean air temperature T of

2518 6 0.38C. The additional measurements contributing

to the in situ statistics are from 0737:50–0743:40 UTC,

with the same average altitude and temperature, and the

6.8-km-altitude leg (Figs. 4c,d; 0439–0446:30 UTC) sam-

pled near GC bases with T 5 2448 6 0.18C. The addi-

tional flight segments contributing to the statistics are from

0339:50–0343:10, 0357:00–0400:15, 0412:00–0416:20, and

0823:30–0830:00 UTC, with average altitude 6.7 km and

average temperature 243.88C overall. For these flight

legs, Ze was only briefly greater than 0 dBZe. The mea-

surements were in ice-phase conditions, as evidenced

from the temperatures of these flight legs and weak, noisy

signals in the King, PVM, and RICE measurements (not

FIG. 2. (a) Ze profile for the 0800–0819 UTC 15 February 2010 flight leg. Dashed lines in-

dicate altitudes of aircraft passes along similar flight tracks between 0350 and 0720 UTC and

dashed–dotted lines indicate passes between 0740 and 1100 UTC, (b) higher-resolution Ze

profile for 0810–0819 UTC, and (c) Ze profile for 1004–1024 UTC, representative of the shal-

lower precipitation region in the southwestern half of (a).
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shown). The N.500 values (Figs. 4a,c) along both flight

legs depicted are synchronized with the lower-frequency

oscillations of Ze. For the GC cores, the median N.500

was 5.5 for the 7.3-km altitudemeasurements and 4.9L21

for the 6.7-km measurements, with the 5th and 95th

percentiles spanning 1.5–12.1 and 0.5–11.3L21 (Fig. 5a).

Between GC cores, N.500 were consistently smaller. The

median values were 2.8 and 2.2L21, with the 5th–95th

percentiles 0.4–8.2 and 0.1–6.3L21 for the 7.3- and 6.7-km

measurements, respectively.

Larger IWC and Dmm were associated with the GCs

compared to regions outside the GC cores (Figs. 4b,d).

The median IWC within the cores was ;0.1 gm23 for

both flight legs (Fig. 5b). The IWCs only briefly sur-

passed 0.20 gm23 in the GC cores, with the 5th–95th

percentiles spanning 0.02–0.32 gm23 for the 7.3-km

measurements and 0.01–0.22 gm23 for the 6.7-km mea-

surements (Fig. 5b). The IWC percentiles were pre-

dominantly 2–3 times larger or more within the GC

cores compared to between the GCs. The Dmm values

showed similar trends in both cases. The median Dmm

values in GC cores were 705 and 660mm for the 7.3- and

6.7-km measurements, and the 5th–95th percentiles

spanned;580–970 and;545–890mm, respectively (Fig. 5c).

The percentile Dmm values were ;10% larger on aver-

age within the GCs than outside. The averagedN(D) for

both legs (red and orange lines in Fig. 6) featured en-

hanced values for all D within the GC cores, and had

generally similar slopes in both cases for measurements

within (solid lines) and between the cores (dashed lines).

The values were ;1.5–4 times larger within the cores

over most of the size range.

Figure 7 shows 2D-C image records corresponding to

the 7.3- and 6.8-km altitude flight legs in Fig. 4, with Figs.

7a and 7b composed ofmeasurements withinGC cores for

the 7.3-km leg and Figs. 7c and 7d within cores for the

6.8-km leg. Figures 7e and 7f consist of measurements at

Ze minima between GC cores for the 7.3-km leg, and

Figs. 7g and 7h do so for the 6.8-km leg. The 2D-C im-

agery indicated a mix of small irregular crystals and

bullet rosettes, as well as some columns, consistent with

ice growth by vapor deposition (e.g., Bailey and Hallett

2009). Additionally, similar habits were visually identifi-

able within and between the GCs for both flight legs, with

FIG. 3. Profiles of W during the 15 February 2010 research flight, valid for (a) 0525–0540,

(b) 0810–0815, and (c) 1015–1020 UTC, with positive W values indicating upward vertical

motion. The vertical stripes in (b) and (c) are caused by turbulence at the GC level rocking

the aircraft so that the beams tilted and thus measured both vertical particle motion and

a component of the horizontal wind.
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themost notable difference being the increased number of

large particles within the GC cores compared to outside

them. The signatures evident inN.500, IWC,Dmm, andN

(D) along both flight legs are consistent with the GC

convection acting to enhance ice nucleation as well as

provide an environment favorable for particle growth via

deposition within the GCs. The characteristics of the

particles within and between the cells suggest that the

turbulent nature of the region (supported by the velocity

signatures seen in Fig. 3b) acts to reduce some of the

differences between the cell cores and the surrounding

regions; this is discussed further below.

b. GC characteristics atop shallow clouds

The time series measurements of Ze and N.500, LWC,

RICE voltage, IWC, and Dmm for the GCs atop the shal-

lower precipitation are shown in Fig. 8, with the statistical

percentiles summarized in Fig. 5. The 3.5-km-altitude

leg is composed of measurements near GC tops with

T 5 2248 6 1.28C (Figs. 8a–c; 1004–1024 UTC), and

the 2.6-km leg of measurements near GC bases with

T 5 2178 6 1.08C (Figs. 8d–f; 1033–1048 UTC). In-

creased median and maximum Ze values in GC cores

were evident compared to the higher-altitude mea-

surements. Whereas only a fewmeasurements exceeded

0 dBZe along the higher legs, the median values were

near or above 0 dBZe for both lower legs, with 95th

percentiles 9–12 dBZe. The N.500 measurements (Figs.

8a,d) were synchronized with the lower-frequency trends

of Ze, maximizing locally where Ze increased in the cores.

ThemedianN.500 within theGC cores (Fig. 5a) increased

slightly from 2.4L21 for the 3.5-km altitude leg to 2.7L21

for the 2.6-km leg, and the 5th–95th-percentile range in-

creased from 0.3–7.3 to 1.1–10.8L21 (Fig. 5a). This com-

pared to median N.500 values between the GCs of 1.4

and 1.6 L21, and 5th–95th percentiles of 0.2–5.3 and

FIG. 4. Time series of (a) Ze (blue, left axis) andN.500 (black, right axis); (b) IWC (blue, left

axis) and Dmm (black, right axis), for the 7.3-km-altitude flight leg, valid 0810–0819 UTC 15

February 2010. (c),(d) The same parameters for the 6.8-km-altitude flight leg, valid for 0439–

0446:30 UTC 15 February 2010. Shading around the N.500, IWC, and Dmm values indicates

fractional uncertainty inmeasurements based on p0.5. Vertical gray boxes in (a) and (c) indicate

5-s intervals classified as GC cores according to 4-dB relative maxima in Ze after smoothing to

address very finescale variability.
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0.4–5.2 L21 for the 3.5- and 2.6- legs. With the exception

of some of the outer percentiles, the N.500 statistics

were generally smaller in each case, compared to the

higher-altitude measurements.

The median IWCs within the GC cores were 0.13 and

0.22 gm23 for the 3.5- and 2.6-km legs, with the 95th-

percentile values increasing to 0.69 and 1.99 gm23, re-

spectively (Figs. 5b and 8b,d). Again, IWC percentile

valueswithin theGC coreswere typically 2–3 times larger

than between the GCs. The median Dmm values for the

3.5- and 2.6-km legs were;1135 and 1470mm within the

GCs, with the 5th and 95th percentiles spanning ;770–

1700 and 1000–2300mm (Fig. 5c). The 95th-percentile

Dmm values were;10%–30% larger within the GC cores

compared to between them. Bothwithin and between the

GCs, lower concentrations of small particles (D ,
;1000mm)were evident in the averagedN(D) at 3.5- and

2.6-km altitude (green and blue lines in Fig. 6) compared

to the higher-altitude measurements, and measurements

extended to larger particles for the lower-altitude legs.

The N(D) values were consistently enhanced by a factor

of ;1.5–3 within the cells over much of the size range,

with the enhancements greater for the 2.6-km leg. The

ratio increased withD for both legs, particularly forD.
;2000mm. The larger particles evident in the 2.6-km leg

near GC base, as compared to the 3.5-km leg, are sug-

gestive of the effects of sedimentation as terminal veloc-

ities increase for larger ice particles.

FIG. 5.Median and 5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles for (a)N.500 (L
21), (b) IWC (gm23),

and (c)Dmm (mm) for flight legs at 7.3-, 6.8-, 3.5-, and 2.6-km altitude from the 15 February 2010

research flight. The median and percentiles in blue are for measurements within GC cores, and

the median and percentiles in red are between GCs.
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A major difference between the higher- and lower-

altitude flight legs was the presence of SLW at the lower

altitudes. Liquid water has been measured at cloud top

in a variety of environments in past studies [e.g., Rauber

and Grant (1986) in orographic clouds; McFarquhar

et al. (2011) in Arctic stratocumulus] and has major

impacts on both ice nucleation and growth. Rauber and

Tokay (1991) provide a theoretical basis for why SLW

can exist in the cloud-top region. In the PLOWS dataset,

the GCs occurring at higher temperatures atop shallow

precipitation commonly had SLW present. In this cy-

clone, both flight legs at lower altitudes (T 5 2248 and
2178C) included segments in mixed-phase conditions,

which occurred 55% of the time for the 3.5-km leg and

17% of the time for the 2.6-km leg. The King, PVM, and

RICE measurements all indicated the presence of SLW

near 1005 UTC and from approximately 1012 to 1022

and from 1033 to 1038 UTC (Figs. 8c,f). Visual in-

spection of 2D particle images also confirmed the pres-

ence of ice whenever SLW was present.

For time periods with LWC greater than a thresh-

old of 0.05 gm23, median (95th percentiles) values of

0.14 (0.22) gm23 and 0.17 (0.27) gm23 were measured by

the King probe and PVM, respectively, along the 3.5-km

leg, compared to smaller values of 0.06 (0.12) gm23

(King) and 0.07 (0.13) gm23 (PVM) for the 2.6-km leg.

Although the two flight legs on the 15 February 2010

flight would not have sampled the same GCs, as the cells

evolve over time, the altitude and depth of the GCs were

relatively consistent between the two legs. Thus, the

larger LWCs measured near the GC tops are consistent

with additional time for cooling as air ascends in

convective updrafts. Based on calculations for parcel

ascent using the conditions measured at 2.6-km altitude,

the LWC values measured near cell tops were sub-

adiabatic, suggesting that mixing/entrainment and ice

particle growth acted to decrease the amount of SLW

produced in the updrafts.

Figure 9 shows time series measurements of Ze (black

line) and LWC (blue and red lines) for a subsection of

the 3.5-km-altitude leg from 1015 to 1018 UTC to

identify the location of SLW relative to the position of

the GC cores. It is seen that SLW was not exclusively

encountered within GC cores, with LWC . 0.05 gm23

commonly encountered between the GCs. This, com-

bined with the inhomogeneities and small-scale struc-

ture, suggests that turbulence inherent to the GC

regions acted to mix the SLW throughout the regions in

the manner previously shown by Field et al. (2004) and

McFarquhar et al. (2011) in other meteorological situ-

ations. Nevertheless, LWC percentiles were an average

of 0.04 gm23 larger within the GC cores for the 3.5-km

and 2.6-km flight legs. These characteristics were typical

of those encountered during other PLOWS research

flights sampling GCs, which will be described in more

detail in section 4.

The presence of supercooled water helps to explain

the ice growth characteristics evident in the lower-

altitude flight legs. Example 2D-C image records are

shown in Fig. 10, with Figs. 10a–c comprised of mea-

surements within GC cores along the 3.5-km leg and

Figs. 10d–f along the 2.6 km leg. Figures 10g–i shows

measurements between theGC cores for the 3.5 -km leg,

FIG. 6. AveragedN(D) for four flight legs during the 15 February

2010 research flight, with coloring indicating the 0810–0819 (red),

0439–0446:30 (orange), 1004–1024 (green), and 1033–1048 UTC

(blue) flight segments, respectively, for measurements within

(solid) and between (dashed) GC cores.

FIG. 7. Shown are 2D-C shadow images from GC regions sam-

pled during the 15 February 2010 research flight, relative to altitude

and air temperature, corresponding to the flight segments in Fig. 4.

Image records valid for (a) 0814:23, (b) 0811:23, (c) 0425:03,

(d) 0445:00, (e) 0814:35, (f) 0811:47, (g) 0425:03, and (h) 0444:40UTC.

(a)–(d) Measurements within GC cores and (e)–(h) measurements

at Ze minima between GCs.
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with Figs. 10j–l showing measurements for the 2.6-km

leg. Heavily rimed particles are visually evident at 3.5-km

altitude, some identifiable as branching plates or den-

drites, confirming riming is at least partially responsible

for the larger and more massive particles evident in

Figs. 5, 6, and 8. Rimed particles were observed in both

ice- and mixed-phase regions as shown in Fig. 10a (ice-

phase only) and Figs. 10b and 10c (for LWCs near or

above 0.1 gm23). Similarly, rimed particles were often

present at 2.6-km altitude, although with many large

dendritic crystals and aggregates also evident early in

the leg when the largest LWCs were encountered (Figs.

10e,f). Rimed particles became more visually dominant

from approximately 1038 UTC through the end of the

segment (Fig. 10d), even in ice-phase conditions. Along

both the 3.5- and 2.6-km legs, little difference was evident

in the habits encountered based on position within or

between GCs; the primary difference was in the size and

number of larger particles (e.g., Figs. 10b,c compared with

Figs. 10h,i). The presence of rimed particles in ice-phase

FIG. 8. Time series of (a) Ze (blue, left axis) and N.500 (black, right axis); (b) IWC (blue, left

axis) andDmm (black, right axis); and (c)King (blue) andPVM(red) LWC. 0.05 gm23 (left axis),

and RICE voltage (black, right axis), for the 3.5-km-altitude flight leg, valid for 1004–

1024 UTC 15 February 2010. (d)–(f) The same parameters for the 2.6-km-altitude flight leg,

valid for 1033–1048 UTC 15 February 2010. Shading around the N.500, IWC, andDmm values

indicates fractional uncertainty in measurements based on p0.5.
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regions and the similarity in habits within and between

the GCs (as was evident for the higher-altitude legs)

again indicates the importance of turbulent mixing

throughout the GC regions.

The differences in Ze, N.500, IWC, Dmm, and N(D)

within and between GCs for the 14–15 February 2010

cyclone were all consistent with enhanced ice nucleation

and growth within the generating cells, with the cells at

lower altitudes tending to have lower number concen-

trations but larger particles compared to those at higher

altitudes. The differences between the GCs occurring at

higher and lower altitudes could largely be related to the

production of SLW in the GC convection occurring at

higher temperatures. Particle habits (predominantly

rosettes and columns at lower temperatures, as well

as dendritic forms at higher temperatures) were con-

sistent with depositional growth in environments char-

acterized by enhanced ice supersaturation (e.g., Bailey

and Hallett 2009). Because of the SLW encountered in

the GCs between 2158 and 2258C, heavily rimed par-

ticles also occurred along the lower-altitude flight legs,

explaining the larger IWC and Dmm encountered along

those legs. The particle imagery as well as the averaged

N(D), which became broader at the highest tempera-

tures, also support aggregation as a growth mechanism

at higher temperatures in some instances. The net effect

of these additional enhanced growth processes within

the GCs was evident in the largest Ze values that were

measured along the lower-altitude legs.

4. Statistics of full GC dataset

a. Description and general properties

In situ observations were made of GCs during 12

research flights across 11 cyclones during the PLOWS

campaign. These flights covered a more extensive

range of environmental conditions than those sampled

on 15 February 2010. Table 1 summarizes the dataset in

terms of average altitude and temperature for each

pass through GC regions. Over the entire project,

approximately 5.9 h of flight time was spent within GC

regions (including measurements in and between cells).

Most passes consisted of several minutes near the cloud

top, with most of the lengthier passes (10min or lon-

ger—for example, those described in section 3) taking

place during three research flights: two sampling a cy-

clone on 8–9 February 2010 and the 15 February 2010

flight (see also Rosenow et al. 2014). As in section 3,

measurements were partitioned using Ze to define

whether data were obtained within or between GCs.

Statistics of microphysical properties were again calcu-

lated separately for measurements encompassing Ze

peaks (theGC cores) and outsideZe peaks (betweenGC

cores).

Figure 11 summarizes the range of Dmm and IWC

(indicated by the color shading) sampled relative to air

temperature within all GC regions (both within and

between GC cores), with the measurements averaged

over 5-s intervals. Generating cells were sampled be-

tween 2108 and 2558C, with most measurements made

between 2158 and 2308C. Restrictions on aircraft op-

erations due to aircraft icing limited the number of

measurements in cloud for T.2158C. For T,2308C,
most measurements had Dmm , 800mm and IWC ,
0.15 gm23, while largerDmm (above 2000mm) and IWC

(near or above 0.7 gm23) occurred at T between 2308

FIG. 9. Time series measurements of Ze (black), as well as King

(blue) and PVM (red) LWC valid for 1015–1018 UTC 15 February

2010.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7, but corresponding to the flight segments in

Fig. 8 for particles sampled at (a) 1004:06, (b) 1013:42, (c) 1016:38,

(d) 1044:07, (e) 1034:48, (f) 1033:22, (g) 1004:19, (h) 1013:40,

(i) 1016:28, (j) 1044:35, (k) 1034:28, and (l) 1033:01 UTC. (a)–(f)

Measurements within GC cores and (g)–(l) measurements at Ze

minima between GCs.
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TABLE 1. PLOWS flight legs contributing to GC dataset, sorted by average temperature. Note that measurements within 105m of cloud

top are assigned a depth of 0m.

Date Length (s) Avg alt (km) Avg temp (8C) Avg depth in cloud (m)

15 Feb 2010 346 7.3 251.1 326

15 Feb 2010 689 7.3 251.1 221

15 Feb 2010 178 6.8 245.8 574

15 Feb 2010 478 6.7 245.2 0

15 Feb 2010 483 6.7 245.2 832

15 Feb 2010 194 6.8 244.5 1135

15 Feb 2010 449 6.8 244.3 1063

15 Feb 2010 259 6.8 244.2 534

15 Feb 2010 214 6.8 244.1 189

15 Feb 2010 196 6.8 243.8 1084

15 Feb 2010 388 6.4 242.5 1038

26 Feb 2010 515 7.0 238.5 225

26 Feb 2010 285 7.0 238.1 363

26 Feb 2010 259 6.7 237.2 57

15 Feb 2010 320 4.6 231.1 560

14 Dec 2009 245 6.4 231.0 108

8 Feb 2010 134 4.1 229.4 93

26 Feb 2010 91 5.8 228.9 489

8 Feb 2010 1108 4.1 228.3 686

15 Feb 2010 106 4.0 228.1 276

2 Mar 2010 214 6.0 228.0 126

15 Feb 2010 39 3.5 227.6 0

8 Feb 2010 64 3.8 227.1 603

8 Feb 2010 104 3.9 226.6 794

2 Mar 2010 175 5.7 225.5 118

2 Mar 2010 216 5.7 225.3 78

2 Mar 2010 133 5.7 225.3 330

8 Feb 2010 221 3.8 225.2 1033

22 Feb 2010 88 5.9 224.8 244

16 Jan 2010 67 6.6 224.6 106

8 Feb 2010 302 3.8 224.4 413

15 Feb 2010 1528 3.5 224.4 275

8 Feb 2010 43 3.9 224.1 530

8 Feb 2010 1055 3.8 223.7 367

9 Feb 2010 152 2.9 223.2 56

30 Jan 2010 74 5.8 222.9 548

9 Feb 2010 1031 3.2 222.9 293

30 Jan 2010 240 5.8 222.7 302

9 Feb 2010 572 2.9 222.5 379

14 Dec 2009 132 5.1 221.8 842

22 Feb 2010 114 5.2 221.6 1760

26 Feb 2010 51 4.9 221.2 0

26 Feb 2010 352 4.8 221.1 18

26 Feb 2010 178 4.8 221.0 220

9 Feb 2010 218 2.3 220.0 220

21 Feb 2010 231 5.2 219.7 236

30 Jan 2010 91 5.3 219.6 0

9 Feb 2010 1093 2.9 219.1 461

26 Feb 2010 61 4.5 218.8 46

14 Dec 2009 599 4.4 218.6 0

15 Feb 2010 238 2.6 218.6 1269

8 Feb 2010 164 2.9 218.5 1289

15 Feb 2010 80 2.8 218.5 162

14 Dec 2009 123 4.5 218.1 0

14 Dec 2009 127 4.5 218.0 0

30 Jan 2010 105 5.1 218.0 0

14 Dec 2009 474 4.5 217.3 10
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and 2158C. The largest values of both parameters oc-

curred for T near 2158C.
The statistical distributions of microphysical parame-

ters within and between GCs are summarized in Fig. 12,

which shows box-and-whisker plots of the median and

5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of Ze, N.500, IWC,

andDmm in 108C intervals centered at2118,2218,2318,
2418, and2518C.The specific temperature intervals used

here were chosen based on the distribution of measured

temperatures such that each interval had sufficient sam-

ples for statistical analysis. Overall, the most consistent

trend with respect to temperature was an increase in the

statistical range of the measurements for cells occurring

at the highest temperatures. While N.500 values tended

to decrease at higher temperatures, the largest values of

the other parameters (particularly IWC and Dmm) were

consistently observed in cells at the higher end of the

temperature range. More distinct signatures were gen-

erally evident for measurements within cells compared to

between them. The median Ze at each temperature are

;5dBZe larger for measurements made within the GC

cores compared to outside, and the range of Ze increases

with increasing T (Fig. 12a). While the larger Ze values

within the GCs were expected, given that the cell loca-

tions were defined using that parameter, the Ze statistics

are shown here primarily to summarize the range of

values with respect to temperature. The median and

statistical percentiles of N.500 (Fig. 12b) were generally

;1.3–3 times larger within cell cores, averaging 1.9 times

larger overall.

To account for the unequal sample sizes in the T in-

tervals, bootstrap resampling (Efron and Tibshirani 1993;

McFarquhar and Heymsfield 1997), a modified Monte

Carlo technique, was used to estimate the variability of

the statistical percentiles. The standard deviations of

the statistical N.500 percentiles for the resampled data

were relatively small, averaging 0.7 L21 within the GC

cores and 0.2 L21 between them, providing confidence

that the observations in each T interval are a good

representation of the true population. Median and sta-

tistical IWC percentiles within cell cores averaged 2.2

times larger (Fig. 12c), and Dmm averaged 1.1 times

larger overall (Fig. 12d), compared to measurements

between cells. The range of the statistical percentiles

increased for both variables as temperature increased,

and their standard deviations for the resampled data

were again small, averaging 0.06 gm23 and ;50mm

within the GC cores and 0.01 gm23 and ;20mm be-

tween them.

It should be noted that particles with D , 500mm

contribute to the total IWC. The IWC calculated for 150,
D , 500mm, using standard corrections for particle

shattering (Jackson et al. 2014), contributed ;17% on

average to the total IWC, with the largest average con-

tribution (;55%) occurring in GC cores at T , 2368C
and lower contributions elsewhere. Therefore, small

particles can make important contributions to the total

IWC, particularly in GCs occurring at lower tempera-

tures.

The exceptions in the trend of larger median values

within cell cores were for the in situ measurements

(N.500, IWC, and Dmm) at T 5 2118 6 58C. While Ze

values were still enhanced within the cells, smaller me-

dian values of the three parameters were evident com-

pared to measurements between cells. However, if the

mean rather than the median was used, similar

TABLE 1. (Continued)

Date Length (s) Avg alt (km) Avg temp (8C) Avg depth in cloud (m)

30 Jan 2010 19 4.5 216.5 0

26 Feb 2010 95 4.3 216.4 1

15 Feb 2010 913 2.6 216.2 966

30 Jan 2010 161 4.8 216.1 0

15 Feb 2010 219 2.6 216.1 288

9 Dec 2009 118 4.5 216.0 751

30 Jan 2010 174 4.5 216.0 118

9 Mar 2010 246 5.3 215.3 16

9 Mar 2010 266 5.3 215.0 75

30 Jan 2010 311 4.5 214.6 0

2 Dec 2009 79 5.0 214.4 1495

9 Dec 2009 134 4.3 214.2 791

14 Dec 2009 49 3.9 213.9 196

14 Dec 2009 114 3.9 213.7 60

14 Dec 2009 58 3.7 213.2 228

30 Jan 2010 91 4.2 213.0 278

9 Dec 2009 305 3.9 212.0 282

30 Jan 2010 103 3.9 211.2 818
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signatures would be noted; for example, the meanN.500

at 2118 6 58C was larger within GCs than between

them, even though the median was slightly smaller. In

addition, the 75th–95th percentiles of N.500 and IWC

were larger for measurements within GCs at 2118 6
58C, while the 95th percentiles for Dmm indicate that

large particles were present both within and between

cells.

Figures 13a and 13b show the measurements of Ze

versus Dmm, with color shading indicating N.500 values,

for data within (Fig. 13a) and between (Fig. 13b) cell

cores. Although there is considerable scatter, there is

larger Ze on average for a given Dmm within the cores

compared to between them. Consequently, largerN.500

must be present within the cell cores. Similarly, when the

Ze–Dmm pairs are sorted by IWC (Figs. 13c,d), larger

IWCs are evident within the cores, as suggested by the

larger Ze for a given Dmm. Figure 14 shows N(D) aver-

aged in 108C intervals, partitioned according to whether

data were collected within (solid) or between (dashed)

cell cores. Similar to the case study (Fig. 6), the con-

centrations were consistently enhanced within the cores

at all temperatures by an average of 1.7 times, and up to

a factor of 3.3. The ratio was maximized for D between

;1500 and 2000mm. Again, the distribution became

flatter for larger T. The maximum particle diameter in-

creased from ;2000 to 6000mm over the range of

measured T, from 2518 to 2118C.

b. Supercooled liquid water and ice- versus
mixed-phase conditions

The range of conditions sampled inGCs included both

ice-phase and mixed-phase environments. As in section

3, it was assumed that for LWC. 0.05 gm23, the aircraft

was inmixed-phase conditions; only a few brief sampling

periods occurred when ice crystals were not detected

simultaneously when SLW was present. Although this

threshold precludes the inclusion of some periods with

minimal LWC, it minimizes the risk of erroneously in-

cluding measurements where SLW may not have been

present. Figure 15a summarizes the measured LWCs

with respect to T using data at 1-s resolution. Super-

cooled water was detected at T as low as 231.48C,
though nearly all instances occurred for T $ 2288C. If
convective updrafts were sufficient to produce liquid

droplets at the lower temperatures, they likely un-

derwent rapid nucleation and froze.When the LWCwas

FIG. 11. All T–Dmm data pairs within generating cell regions, using

5-s averaging. Color scale indicates IWC (gm23).

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 5, but showing statistics for: (a) Ze, (b) N.500,

(c) IWC, and (d) Dmm in 108C intervals for the entire generating

cell dataset. The median and percentiles in blue are for measure-

ments within GC cores, and the median and percentiles in red are

between GCs.
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greater than 0.05 gm23, the median value increased

slightly from approximately 0.09 to 0.12 gm23 with in-

creasing temperature, with 95th-percentile LWC values

increasing from 0.14 to 0.28 gm23. Note that the 95th-

percentile values were near or above 0.20 gm23 for much

of the temperature range. Again, the standard deviations

of the LWC percentiles using bootstrap resampling were

quite small, generally at or below0.01gm23. Supercooled

water was encountered both within and between cell

cores, implying that mixing due to the turbulent envi-

ronment acts to distribute SLW throughout the GC re-

gion. The LWC percentiles were ;0.04gm23 larger

within cell cores compared to measurements between

them, and;26%of all measurements withinGC cores at

T$231.48C contained LWC. 0.05 gm23, compared to

;18% of measurements between cores.

FIG. 13. (a),(b) Ze–Dmm data pairs, with N.500 (L
21) indicated by color shading, for mea-

surements (a) within and (b) between GC cores, using 5-s averaging. (c),(d) The same data

pairs, but with IWC (gm23) indicated by color shading. The lines in (a) indicate the median Ze

values with respect to Dmm, for measurements within (black) and between (dashed gray) GC

cores.
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Cumulative distribution functions of SLW’s presence

with respect to temperature are shown in Fig. 15b for all

measurements in cloud within GC regions, along with

the total number of observations (at 1-s resolution) in

each temperature interval. For GCs at 2108 6 2.58C,
SLW was present (LWC. 0.05 gm23) in nearly 80% of

observations, although the number of measurements

was smallest within this temperature interval. The

largest LWCs (;0.4 gm23) were measured in this tem-

perature range. The percentage of measurements with

SLW present decreased for the observations made at

lower temperatures, with ;30% of measurements con-

taining SLW for 2158 6 2.58C, and 15%–20% of ob-

servations between 217.58 and 227.58C containing

SLW. Liquid water was only directlymeasured in a small

number of observations at T , 227.58C.
Figure 16a shows the measured LWCs with respect to

distance below radar-derived cloud top, again for data at

1-s resolution. Note that some uncertainty exists in the

calculated distance when the aircraft was very close to

cloud top. Because no radar data are available within

105m of the aircraft, the distance below cloud top in

these instances was set to 0m (evident in the measure-

ments aligned vertically along the left edge of Fig. 16a)

rather than a negative value corresponding to the nearest

usable radar data below the aircraft. The median and

95th-percentile LWC values were ;0.13 and 0.26gm23,

respectively, for measurements within 0.33km of cloud

top. Deeper within the cloud (0.33–1.33km below cloud

top), the median and 95th-percentile LWC values aver-

aged ;0.08 and 0.16gm23. Similar LWCs were encoun-

tered further below cloud top, but the total number of

measurements was much smaller, with ;95% of mea-

surements made within 1.33km of cloud top. Overall, the

standard deviation of the percentiles using bootstrap re-

sampling averaged ;0.01gm23. Figure 16b shows cu-

mulative distribution functions of LWC with respect to

depth in cloud. Approximately 25% of measurements

within 0.33km of cloud top featured LWC . 0.05 gm23,

and the largest LWCs were encountered at these depths.

Deeper within cloud (0.33–1.33km), LWC . 0.05 gm23

occurred in less than 10% of observations. The SLW

frequency increased again deeper within cloud at higher

temperatures, though again, the number of observations

was much smaller at these depths, and the increase may

not be statistically significant.

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 6, but N(D) averaged in the 108C intervals

indicated in Fig. 12 for the entire generating cell dataset.

FIG. 15. (a) Scatterplot of King (blue) and PVM (red) LWC .
0.05 gm23 with respect to T, with solid lines indicating median

values in 58C intervals; (b) cumulative distribution functions

showing fraction of PVM (solid) and King (dashed) measurements at

or below the x-axis values, along with total number of 1-s-resolution

measurements in each T interval.

FIG. 16. As in Fig. 15, but SLW measurements shown with re-

spect to radar-derived cloud top, with median and cumulative

distribution function calculations using 0.33-km intervals.
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The relationship between Ze andDmm in all GC cores

is shown in Fig. 17 for measurements segregated be-

tween ice-phase andmixed-phase conditions, withN.500

(Figs. 17a,b) and IWC (Figs. 17c,d) indicated by color

shading. Ice-phase measurements forDmm,;1200mm

exhibit largerN.500 and IWC for a givenDmm, resulting

in generally larger Ze. Figure 18 shows temperature-

averaged N(D) within GCs for ice-phase (solid) and

mixed-phase (dashed) conditions. ForT,2168C,N(D)

averaged 1.9 times larger in ice-phase than in mixed-

phase conditions forD, 2000mm. For larger diameters,

the N(D) values averaged 1.7 times larger in ice-phase

compared to mixed-phase for T 5 2318 6 58C, but
averaged 2.5 times larger and extended to larger parti-

cles (D ’ 4000mm) in mixed-phase conditions for T 5
2218 6 58C. This is consistent with SLW becoming in-

creasingly important to ice growth processes for GCs

occurring at higher temperatures, with a decrease in

small particle concentrations coincident with increasing

concentrations of large particles in the presence of SLW

for T near 2218C. Pure ice-phase conditions in the GC

regions were almost nonexistent for T . 2168C; while
the ice-phase N(D) values show enhanced concen-

trations compared to the mixed-phase measurements

for this temperature interval, they only incorporate a

small number of measurements. The averagemixed-phase

N(D) was similar to the corresponding temperature-

averaged N(D) within GCs in Fig. 14, with particles

growing to ;6000mm in these environments.

c. Potential uncertainties and robustness of results

Several factors contribute uncertainties to the quan-

titative results presented and, in particular, to the IWCs

calculated above. Although the shattering of ice crystals

on the standard 2D-C probe tips used during PLOWS

artificially generates small ice crystals, Jackson and

McFarquhar (2014) showed that uncertainties in IWC

from shattering are smaller than uncertainties as-

sociated with estimating particle mass from a two-

dimensional cross section of a particle image. Such

estimations assume an effective density, which in re-

ality depends on the particle characteristics (e.g., shape,

amount of riming) and can vary by environment. While

bulk mass content measurements and higher-resolution

particle imagery (e.g., from a Cloud Particle Imager)

could have reduced uncertainties in the derived IWC,

existing measurements of crystal morphology did not

show large changes in habit or riming fraction within or

between GCs. Thus, it is unlikely that major differences

in parameterizations to estimate IWC from N(D) ex-

isted within or between GCs, so the qualitative differ-

ences derived in IWCs in and out of GCs are likely

robust.

Additionally, because of the range of GC sizes and

intensities, the Ze thresholds used to identify GC cores

and the temporal averaging used for the in situ mea-

surements affect how the cell cores are separated from

surrounding regions. To evaluate the results’ sensitivity

to the classification criteria, the statistics were also cal-

culated using a variety of Ze thresholds and averaging

times. The signatures were broadly similar when relative

Ze maxima of 3 dB or greater were used to identify GC

cores. Enhancements for N.500 and IWC were typically

within a factor of ;0.9–1.3 to those described above,

generally increasing for largerZe thresholds. The largest

exceptions were for measurements at T . 2168C using

a 3-dB threshold, with smaller enhancements for N.500,

IWC, and Dmm noted, with Dmm in general being less

sensitive to the threshold used. No completely consis-

tent trend was apparent with respect to averaging time,

but weaker enhancements became more common with

longer averaging times (particularly above 7 s), sug-

gesting that the longer averaging time resulted in data

from the cores and environment between the cores be-

ing included in the same average. Overall, while some

uncertainties do exist in separating GC cores from sur-

rounding regions, the results consistently characterized

GCs as providing environments favorable for enhanced

ice production and growth relative to surrounding re-

gions.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Data were collected using in situ cloud microphysics

instruments within and outside of cloud-top generating

cells (GCs) in the comma head regions of eleven cold-

season continental cyclones during the Profiling of

Winter Storms (PLOWS) field campaign. The data were

analyzed to quantify how the size, shape, and phase

distributions of cloud particles varied inside and outside

of the GCs, with the cell location defined based on radar

reflectivity maxima, as measured by the University of

Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR). This research builds

upon previous studies in that data acquired throughGCs

in 11 cyclones at temperatures between2108 and2558C
were used to considerably expand the number of cases

analyzed in a much wider range of conditions. The cur-

rent study also takes into account the impact of particle

shattering artifacts on derived microphysical properties

and uses statistical analyses to demonstrate the differ-

ences of microphysical properties inside and outside of

the GCs. Detailed analyses of one cyclone containing

GCs at two separate temperature ranges also provided

information about the physical processes responsible for

ice crystal properties within the GCs. The principal

conclusions of this study are as follows:
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1) The number concentrations of particles withmaximum

dimension D . 500mm N.500 were ;1.3–3 times

larger (average 1.9) inside GCs compared to outside.

The derived ice water content (IWC) and median

mass diameterDmm averaged 2.2 and 1.1 times larger

in the cells, with the range of their 95th percentiles

increasing with increasing temperatures. The en-

hanced N.500 values are consistent with more ice

nuclei activated in convective updrafts, with the

increased IWC and Dmm suggesting environments

favorable for particle growth in the GCs. Approxi-

mate estimates of IWC for particles with 150 , D ,
500mm suggested an average overall contribution

of ;17% to the total IWC but up to 55% in GCs at

T , 2368C.
2) The average number distribution functions N(D)

featured larger concentrations within the cells than

those outside by an average factor of 1.7 and up to

FIG. 17. As in Fig. 13, except showing only measurements within GC cores. (a),(c) Ice-phase

measurements and (b),(d) mixed-phase measurements. The lines in (a) indicate the median Ze

values with respect to Dmm for measurements within ice-phase (black) and mixed-phase

(dashed gray) conditions. In (a),(b), color shading denotes N.500 (L
21), and in (c),(d), color

shading denotes IWC (gm23).
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a factor of 3.3 for all temperatures, with maximum

differences for ;1500 , D , 2000mm.

3) Supercooled liquid water (SLW) was directly mea-

sured for T$231.48C, with nearly all measurements

of SLW made for T $ 2288C. When SLW was

present, the median water content (LWC) increased

slightly from approximately 0.09 to 0.12 gm23 be-

tween 2328 and 2108C, with 95th-percentile LWC

values increasing from 0.14 to 0.28 gm23. Over this

temperature range, SLW was directly measured in

26% of observations within GCs and 18% of obser-

vations between the cells, and the median and 95th-

percentile LWC values averaged ;0.04 gm23 larger

inside compared to outside theGCs. Themedian and

95th-percentile LWCs were;0.13 and 0.26 gm23 for

measurements within 0.33 km of radar-defined cloud

top, decreasing to;0.08 and 0.16 gm23, respectively,

from 0.33 to 1.33 km below cloud top.

4) At lower temperatures, bullet rosettes were the most

common identifiable habit, with columns and plates

sometimes evident. With increasing temperature,

rimed particles became increasingly common, and

dendrites and aggregates were sometimes present,

the latter being observed in several PLOWS cases for

T between 2158 and 2208C. The effect of aggrega-

tion was also seen in that averaged N(D) for D ,
;2000mm became flatter with lower concentrations

and extended to increasingly large particle sizes at

higher temperatures. Similar habits were identified

inside and outside of GCs, and rimed particles were

observed both in ice- and mixed-phase regions, with

the primary differences being the size and number of

the larger particles.

5) For Dmm , ;1200mm, measurements in the ice-

phase exhibited larger N.500 and IWC for a given

Dmm, and largerZe were also typical for a givenDmm

in ice-phase conditions than in mixed-phase, because

of the largerN.500. Correspondingly, averagedN(D)

in ice-phase conditions showed larger concentrations

than in mixed-phase conditions for small particles by

an average factor of 1.9 for D , 2000mm, with the

difference decreasing toward D 5 2000mm. The

concentrations for D . 2000mm averaged 1.7 times

larger in ice-phase compared to mixed-phase for T,
2268C, but for T52218 6 58C, the averaged mixed-

phase N(D) averaged ;2.5 times larger than in ice-

phase. Above 2168C, nearly all measurements were

mixed-phase, with the averaged N(D) flatter and

extending to larger particle sizes (D ’ 6000mm).

The PLOWS measurements are broadly consistent

with past studies (e.g., Houze et al. 1981; Wolde and Vali

2002; Evans et al. 2005; Ikeda et al. 2007; Crosier et al.

2014), although the degree of enhancement is reduced

compared to some of those studies, as the PLOWS anal-

yses incorporated a much larger range of environmental

conditions and took into account the effects of particle

shattering on variables derived from in situ measure-

ments. Additionally, the PLOWSmeasurements included

observations of SLW occurring in GC regions over

a larger range of temperatures than in the past studies.

The measured LWCs were similar to those observed by

Houze et al. (1981), Rauber and Grant (1986), and Ikeda

et al. (2007) but larger than those observed by Evans et al.

(2005) in newly formed convective cells. The difference is

attributed to the fact that a much larger range of cell

lifetimes was sampled during PLOWS. As in Field et al.

(2004) and Ikeda et al. (2007), SLW was measured both

within and between convective cores. Unlike those stud-

ies, which concluded that enhanced ice concentrations

preferentially depleted the SLW within the convection,

the LWCs in this study were statistically larger and en-

countered more frequently within the GC cores.

The presence of SLW in the GCs is important because

of its major impacts on both primary ice nucleation and

particle growth processes (e.g., Rauber and Tokay 1991;

Westbrook and Illingworth 2011). Supercooled water’s

production enhances primary ice nucleation by allowing

multiple nucleation processes (deposition, condensa-

tion, and contact) to take place, and its consistent

presence in the PLOWS dataset implies the production

of considerable ice supersaturations over a large tem-

perature range. The resulting environments are favor-

able for enhanced ice growth at high supersaturations,

consistent with the observed IWC, Dmm, and N(D) sig-

natures. The measurements were consistent with SLW

becoming increasingly important to growth processes in

GCs occurring at higher temperatures, and SLW was

FIG. 18. As in Fig. 14, but for ice-phase (solid) and mixed-phase

(dashed) measurements for the entire generating cell dataset.
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nearly ubiquitous for T . 2168C. The resulting en-

hanced ice growth was apparent in that heavily rimed

particles were commonly present in particle imagery,

with larger particles produced in mixed-phase rather

than ice-phase environments for T . 2268C.
The small horizontal scales (;1.5–2 km or less) of the

GCs, their turbulent nature (evident in the vertical radial

velocity profiles in Fig. 3), and their close proximity to

other regions suggest that mixing and entrainment/

detrainment occurred between the regions (cf. McFarquhar

et al. 2011). Several characteristics were consistently

present in the PLOWS observations showing the in-

fluence of mixing, including the presence of SLWwithin

and between GCs, the similarity of habits within and

between cells, and the appearance of rimed particles

even outside of GCs in ice-phase conditions. These

characteristics were consistently noted regardless of the

exact definitions used to identify the cells. For example,

the presence of SLW was noted even at Ze minima that

would not be identified as cells (e.g., Fig. 9), as were the

habit signatures described above. Therefore, while the

uncertainties in separating out GC cores impact the re-

sults, the measurements also support the importance of

turbulent mixing due to convective air motions acting to

lessen the observed differences between the cells and

surrounding regions.

The PLOWS observations help to define the micro-

physical processes that occur within cloud-top GCs and

how these depend on the cells’ environment. However,

theGCs are only part of a larger-scale process controlling

precipitation development in that they commonly act to

seed ice particles into stratiform environments, which

provide conditions favorable for additional particle

growth as the particles fall (Rosenow et al. 2014). While

many previous studies (e.g., Houze et al. 1976; Matejka

et al. 1980; Herzegh and Hobbs 1980) have identified

primary particle growth as occurring below the GC level,

the PLOWS observations show significant growth oc-

curring within GCs in some circumstances. For example,

large rimed particles, large dendritic crystals, and some

aggregates were observed near2178C in the GC regions

of the 14–15 February 2010 cyclone, and particles up to 5–

6mm in maximum dimension were present in the GCs

sampled in the PLOWSdataset, particularly forT52118
6 58C. These observations are consistent with the rapid

growth of particles at temperatures near 2158C, where
the environment is most favorable for the growth of ice at

the expense of liquid and where growth by riming is also

possible. A subsequent study will supplement the analy-

ses shown here by evaluating the microphysical charac-

teristics and particle growth mechanisms occurring in

stratiform regions below GCs and identifying how these

relate to the convection present at cloud top.
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APPENDIX

Processing of 2D-P Optical Array Probe
Measurements

A comparison of properties derived from the origi-

nally processed 2D-C and 2D-P measurements for

particles within the probes’ typical overlap range (800–

1400mm) revealed that the number distribution func-

tions derived from the 2D-C measurements were

consistently larger than those derived from the origi-

nally processed 2D-Pmeasurements by up to an order of

magnitude. This is a larger discrepancy than expected,

given differences in probe resolution, response, and lo-

cation aboard the aircraft. Typical examples are shown

with the blue (2D-C) and red (2D-P) lines in Fig. A1a for

a portion of the 15 February 2010 research flight. Al-

though the offset between the measurements was not

consistent over any flight, the N(D) from the 2D-C was

always substantially larger than that from the 2D-P. The

largest discrepancies between the 2D-C and 2D-P were

identified where particle sizes were predominantly near

the small end of the 2D-P size range. Subsequent in-

vestigation of the individual 2D-P photodiode response

over every flight revealed uneven activity, with reduced

response consistently evident across the center of the

photodiode array (Fig. A1b).

While the magnitude of the reduced photodiode re-

sponse decreased for larger particles, the issue was evi-

dent over most of the 2D-P size range. Because of this,

the 2D-P measurements were ultimately processed
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separately for two subsets of the photodiodes, the first 12

and the final 8 surrounding the center of the array, using

reconstruction techniques to derive D for particles

partially outside the field of view of the photodiode

subsets (Heymsfield and Parrish 1978). The measure-

ments from the 2D-P photodiode subsets (e.g., the or-

ange and green lines in Fig. A1a) were much more

similar to the 2D-C measurements in the probes’ over-

lapping size range, compared to themeasurements using

the full photodiode array, and the values varied about

the 2D-C measurements as would be expected given the

2D-P’s lower resolution. The best agreement was found

for environments where ice particles were predominantly

of simple shapes (e.g., heavily rimed crystals) that were

represented relatively well in the lower-resolution 2D-P

measurements. Further, the 2D-P typically undersized

more complex particles relative to the 2D-C. Ultimately,

a threshold diameter of 2000mm was used as the cutoff

between the 2D-C and 2D-P measurements to provide

a balance between the higher-resolution 2D-C data and

the more heavily processed 2D-P data. Measurements

of particles larger than 2000mm in diameter were re-

presented by averaging the two 2D-P data subsets. An

example of the final, combined N(D) is shown with the

black line in Fig. A1a, using larger bin widths relative to

the original 2D-C (blue) and 2D-P (red)measurements to

incorporate more measurements within each size bin.
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